SOUNDS OF TEXAS 2023

SWITZERLAND, LEICHTENSTEIN, AUSTRIA*

5,222 miles from home…
TOUR CHÂTEAU DE
CHILLON, VISIT LAKE
GENEVA, EXPLORE
MONTREAUX, SWISS
FONDUE PARTY

EXPLORE ZERMATT,
AND THE SUNNEGGA,
SEE THE
MATTERHORN,
PERFORMANCE #3

LUNCH IN
LIECHTENSTEIN,
EXPLORE THE
VILLAGE OF SEEFELD,
AUSTRIA

VISIT INNSBRUCK,
SEE THE HISTORIC
WINTER OLYMPICS
GAME SITE,
PERFORMANCE #4

SWITZERLAND
LIECHTENSTEIN❈AUSTRIA
Crans MontanaMountain Village or Alpine Town?
The view from the hotel is breathtaking and the serenity of the area will make you
want to stay forever.

*TRIP SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Imagine waking up to robust Swiss
coffee, a Swiss breakfast of local breads,
cheeses and jams, and an exceptional
mountain view. After exploring the town, be
sure to grab some food at the local co-op as we make
our way to Castle Chillon, which sits on the bank of Lac
Leman. That’s Lake Geneva to you and me! Following the
Castle Tour, how about a leisurely walk along Lake
Geneva and end up in Montreaux, home of the famous
Montreal Jazz Festival and home to celebrities such as
Freddie Mercury and Charlie Chaplin? Our trip wouldn’t
be complete without a traditional fondue party, complete
with a Swiss polka band and an alpine horn ensemble!
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Imagine taking a morning to travel South
through the Rhone Valley to the nearby
town of Tasch. At Tasch, we board a train
called the Glacier Express, which will take
us into the resort village of Zermatt. This
isolated village lies at the foot of the
world’s most iconic mountain - the
Matterhorn. It is engine-free
(vehicles), with old-fashioned brown
chalets and winding alleys that will
take you back to a simpler time.
While there, we can board the
Zermatt-Sunnegga funicular (inclined
railway) which will take us to the top
of the mountain. On a clear day, we can see the peak of the
Matterhorn. This is a great place to take more photos. Some may
choose the hiking trails that lead back to the village or enjoy lunch
on the Sunnegga sun deck. However, you can’t go wrong with an
authentic bratwurst from the local street vendor. Don’t forget to pick
up some Swiss chocolate while you are here!

*TRIP SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

A trip favorite is the concert in
Crans-Montana. The local
patrons come out in droves to
support our musicians!
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3 Countries in 1 Day!!
As we wave good-bye to our Swiss home, we hit
the road, bound for Austria. Along the way, we
stop for lunch in the small country of
Liechtenstein and its capital village of Vaduz.
Although our time here will be short, it’s enough
time to enjoy a picnic lunch and some leisurely
sight-seeing.
Late afternoon, we will arrive in the former
Olympic village of Seefeld, Austria. Following
dinner, we will have time to explore.
So, what makes Seefeld so special? Seefeld has
twice been host to the Winter Olympics in the
disciplines of cross-country skiing and Nordic
combination. The Olympic flame was lit in
Innsbruck for the first time in 1964, and then
again in 1976 when Innsbruck/Seefeld played host
to the Winter Olympics for the second time. The
region was the host a THIRD time for the 2012
Youth Winter Olympics.

My How Time Flies
While in Austria, we will take a trip into the village of Innsbruck. We
begin our exploration by making our way up the hillside to see the
historic Winter Olympics Games site.
See where the Olympic flame burned
and the ski jump that is still used for
training today. Followed by a stop at
the very unusual Wilten Basilica,
which has breathtaking murals and
architecture.
Then we make our way into the Old
Town Plaza, where we will have
several hours to explore the town. Be
sure to stop by the Swarovski Crystal shop, which originated in this region
of Austria. This a great place to buy a souvenir for your MOM (hint, hint).
Exploration complete, we head back to Seefeld for dinner and another
concert performance on the outdoor stage at the city’s center.

*TRIP SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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